“Huez” Express 2019

This challenging 4 day Alpine cycle is designed to give the rider a chance to experience some of the famous
climbs that face the Tour de France rider. Cyclists are presented with the opportunity to ride over the Col d’
Ornon, Alpe d’ Huez, Col de Galibier, Col du Lautaret, and Col d’ Izoard and some other lesser known roads
which have witnessed the Tour de France battle for yellow.
Day 1
Friday 6th September 2019
Direct Aer Lingus flight from Dublin to Lyon ( booked direct by participants )
One set group transfer from Lyon airport to Grenoble (approx 75 minutes). The city is known as the capital of
the Alps and cable cars can bring you to the most famous of its sights, the Bastille, which sits in a dominant
position, affording great views of the city and surrounding mountains.
Day 2
Saturday 7th September
Grenoble to Bourg D’Oisins (126km)
Owing to its position at the base of the Alps, we will quickly find ourselves in typical beautiful Alpine scenery,
where crystal clear lakes give way to the backdrop of majestic mountains.
We will make our way to Bourg D’Oisans over the Col D’Ornon.

This is a fantastic quiet road that has a gentle gradient, which was also used in the 2017 Tour De France. We then take on
the 13km/1000m ascent on the hairpins of what is probably the worlds most famous climb, Alpe d’ Huez. After the
obligatory photos we descend the same route to our hotel in Bourg d’ Oisans.
Bourg D’Oisans is at the base of Alpe D’huez and in the summer months buzzes with cyclists, riding to or from the
mountain, recounting their story in a local bar or buying the inevitable souvenir jersey.
Day 3
Sunday 8th September
Bourg D’Oisans to Briancon (85km)
Though this day is short from a distance point of view it involves plenty of climbing with over 3000m of height gain. Most
of the climbing is at reasonably gentle gradients.
From Bourg D’Oisans we head upstream on the Romanche Valley and begin climbing after just 5 km. After a short sharp
start the road levels and we can enjoy magnificent views over Lac du Chambron. The gradients are gentle here, rarely
reaching 6% , as we very gradually climb over 30 km up to the Col du Lautartet (2058m).

It is from here the real climbing begins as we turn North onto the climb to the Col du Galibier (2642m). There is a
noticeable difference in the gradient and the landscape here. The trees have disappeared and rock strewn alpine meadows
with occasional snow banks backed by Glacier capped peaks fill our panorama.
Its is 8.5km from the Col du Lautaret to the Col du Galibier but the road narrows and ramps up with an average gradient
of 7% and sections which reach beyond 10%. After taking the photos at the top we descend to return to the Col du
Lautaret.
We then have a further 27km which is almost entirely descending to Briancon whose fortified old town is a UNESCO
world heritage site and sits on top of a steep hill guarding access to four valleys.
Those who still have energy have the option of continuing past the hotel and riding over the Col de Montgenevere, a
10km climb into Italy.
Day 4
Monday 9th September
Todays main climb is probably the most spectacular in France.

Briancon to Gap

(126km)

The Col D’Izoard was a mountain top finish in 2017 tour. It is a mighty 2360metres high 19km long and has a geological
wonderland at the top in the Casse-Deserte. The descent through the gorges of the Guil river are also breathtaking.
Our route criss-crosses the Durance Valley taking Embrun and including the climb of Puy Sanieres and much of the route
of Stage 17 of the 2013 Tour de France (TT won by Chris Froome). These roads provide superlative panoramas across
Lac de Serre-Poncon to the surrounding Alpine peeks. We continue to stick to the back roads with some more climbs and
descents as we get great views across the Lac de Serre-Poncon.
Gap, a Tour stage finish in 2015 easily combines the gentle energy of Provence with its lively and colourful city centre and
the purity of the Alps.

Day 5
Tuesday 10th September
Gap to Grenoble
(123km)
The final day includes two more Tour de France climbs.
The Col de Manse has been used in the Tour de France a few times, twice in 2013 and as recently as 2015. It has always
added some intrigue and controversy as the descent is technical. The summit has one of the 6 historic “Refuge Napoleans”
at the summit.
The second climb of the day is the Col de Noyer. This climb has been used sparingly by the Tour, having been crossed
only 4 times. This is a pity as the climb is a very pretty one with breath taking panoramic views with on one side, Le
Devoluy’s arid ridges and on the other, the natural greenery provided by the Drac Valley.
The mountains still provide a wonderful backdrop but the major climbs are now left behind heading back to where it all
began in Grenoble.

Day 6
Wednesday 11th September
Departure
Depart Gap on one set transfer to Lyon Airport (75 minute journey) and onward flight to Dublin.
Price
1165.00 euro per person sharing based on a minimum of 12 people
Single Supplement: €265.00
Included:
 5 Nights Accommodation
 5 x dinners
 4 x Lunch
 Snacks along the route
 Back up vans with driver and full mechanical support
 Cycling guides at the ratio of 1 guide per 10 cyclists
 Set Transfer to/from Lyon Saint-Exupery Airport
 Transport of participants own bikes to/from Dublin
 Fully researched route on quiet back roads
Price does not include flights to and from France.

